
FIRE RESISTANT DOOR VIEWERS 14mm (35-55mm)

Featuring a number of impressive designs and numerous finishes the Secured by Design 
Firecheck Door Viewers range at UAP Ltd will look fantastic on any Composite or Wooden door!

Fire Resistant Door viewers (sypholes) are a great security accessory for your customers, as no door 
should be opened without first checking who is on the other side. Door security is essential to ensuring 

a home is safe and once quality locks have been fitted it’s key to have fire resistant door viewers. 
Many homeowners overlook the importance of really seeing who is on the other side of the door 

and essentially this can actually be the best way to prevent unwanted guests, break-ins, and scams. 
Providing your customers with this important information will help them learn to better 

protect their homes and keep intruders out.

Each syphole has gone through rigerous testing, and have each been tested to DHF TS002:2009 which 
covers Corrosion Resistance, Security (Angle of Vision), Visual Clarity, Resistance to Misting Up, Ability 

to Clear After Misting, Length Adjustment Range and Marking.

Comes in a 
range of colours 
to suite door 
furniture

Lined with intumescent 
material which expands 
to 50 times its size

Up to a 5 year 
inland coating 
guarantee on 
standard finishes

Made with a solid brass body

Come with a FREE 
privacy coverComprises of 

3 pyrex glass 
lenses

Ensured to give crystal 
clear performance for 
years of safe, secure use
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Features Include:
Made with a solid brass body

Comprises of 3 pyrex glass lenses

Ensured to give crystal clear performance for years of safe, 
secure use

Comes in a range of colours to suite door furniture

30min and 1 hour fire rated

Up to a 5 year inland coating guarantee on standard finishes
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FIRERESISTANT DOOR VIEWERS
Finishes Product Code Material 

Construction
Privacy Cover 

Included
PVD 
Head Lens Coating 

Guarantee
Polished Brass SWALFBR-FR Brass Yes Yes Glass 5 Years Inland

Polished Chrome SWALFCH-FR Brass Yes Yes Glass 5 Years Inland
Satin Chrome SWALFSC-FR Brass Yes Yes Glass 5 Years Inland


